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Abstract: The four component (4C) walkaway vertical seismic profile (WVSP) marine elastic synthetic data set from the SEG’s SEAM-1
salt modeling project in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) are examined, analyzed, processed, and migrated for P-P reflections using a reverse
time prestack migration (RTM) algorithm to construct a subsurface image around the Well-1 VSP borehole. The imaging results from
the three data sets; pressure-p, geophone vertical (z), and horizontal inline (x) components, have shown great successes in correctly
locating and imaging sediments near and below the borehole as well as the vertical face of the salt, which is about 5 km away from the
borehole. All major features of the salt body; from flat zones below the borehole to a vertical salt-face (with 90° dip), are imaged clearly
by both the pressure (p) and the geophone z components. In the up-dip direction, the sediments are imaged nearly 3 km away from
the borehole. Because of the differences in their frequency contents, the pressure-p and the geophone-z components are presented
separately. Out of the three components (p, z, and x) the best image is obtained from the geophone vertical component due to its lesser
noise content. Due to its sensitivity to horizontal motion, the horizontal geophone (x) seems to record a great amount of information
from the waves traveling in more lateral or diagonal directions. A successful image of the salt face is also obtained with the x-component.
Key words: Walkaway vertical seismic profile (WVSP), SEAM-1 Salt Elastic Modeling Marine 4C FDM data from GOM, RTM imaging

1. Introduction
In areas with complex subsurface geology such as
complicated salt structures, imaging the subsurface
accurately using surface seismic alone may not be
sufficient. When the subsurface layers have high dips or
are vertically oriented, reflections from them may not even
be recorded using surface receivers due to the nature of
their ray-paths. In such situations, the walkaway vertical
seismic profiling (WVSP) method may provide a solution
in which the receivers are located in a borehole close to
the target zone. The reflected events of those structures can
be recorded by the receivers in the borehole before they
reach the surface as in surface seismic recording geometry.
A marine WVSP synthetic data set produced from a model
similar to a such case is studied in this investigation.
The WVSP is a well-known and commonly applied
method both on land and marine environments, with
many successful applications of the technique in the Gulf
of Mexico (GOM) (Amal et al., 2005; Hornby et al., 2006;
Regone, 2006; Burch et al., 2010).
The geophysical models used for generating seismic
data and the resulting 4C data for the SEAM-1 project
are unique. The modeling work has shown that a WVSP

survey can be successfully simulated and realistic elastic
seismic equivalent data can be produced from these
complex models, providing pressure-p and geophone 3C
data sets. This investigation uses these modeling results to
build a workflow to demonstrate how the 4C data from
these surveys can be analyzed using advanced processing
techniques and a special migration algorithm to handle
complex survey geometry. In addition, the interpretation
of the migrated gathers is shown for creating useful images
to accurately represent subsurface geology.
The procedure and the workflow developed here to
image subsurface sediments and structures can be applied
on both marine and land WVSP data sets. The images
from the pressure-p and the geophone with vertical
(z) and horizontal (x) components have shown stable,
detailed, and continuous images from the sediments both
around and also below the receivers in the borehole. The
images from the salt are obtained in portions however due
to its unusually varying geometry. The images from these
different components are presented together with the
models for comparison. For the imaging work, the P-wave
velocity data are used in the migrations. The density model
contains more detailed geological features than the macro
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velocity model. Both velocity and density models are used
for quality-controlling (QC) of the imaging results.
The data set used is from the SEAM-1 salt-modeling
project in GOM. Studying the models as well as the
seismic data sets in detail and sharing the imaging results
with others are expected to contribute to the geophysical
community.
This study shows how a modeled 4C data set (a pressure
and geophone 3 components) from a WVSP survey can be
used to image the complex subsurface sediments and salt
boundaries near and in the vicinity of the borehole.
2. Vertical seismic profile (VSP) technique
The VSP can be simply described as a bridge between
borehole wireline log data and surface seismic data.
Reflections seen on a surface seismic gather can be
successfully tied to subsurface geology using VSP data
(Erdemir, 2018). Since in surface seismic technique both
sources and receivers are located on the earth’s surface
and the data is recorded in the time-offset (t-x) domain,
depths of the reflections are not known precisely and
time-to-depth conversion is typically done by employing
seismically derived velocities that have no direct depth
control. A more precise time-depth control is provided by
VSP measurements. Because receivers are located in the
borehole, VSP yields the opportunity to record seismic
waves at depth.
Direct measurement of the first break times can be
made in VSP. Seismic waveforms can be directly studied
as a function of receiver depth, which can lead to the
calculation of more accurate seismic velocities of the layers
and also to a detailed observation of changes in seismic
waveform character as the wave field is transmitted
through the earth (Cinar, 1989; Stewart, 2001; Campbell
et al., 2005). Corridor stack and interval velocities
calculated from the zero-offset VSP data are used to tie
surface images to depth to ensure that the depth control
of the image is accurate (Yilmaz, 2015, Erdemir, 2022).
More details regarding VSP and its uses can be found in
many publications (Balch and Lee, 1984; Hardage, 1985;
Oristaglio, 1985; Toksöz and Steward, 1985; Steward, 2001;
Sheriff and Geldart, 2005).
Because of the good coupling of the receivers and less
environmental noise in the VSP borehole it is possible to
record the quality seismic signal in the VSP surveys with
higher frequency than surface seismic.
3. The SEG SEAM-1 forward modelling project
3.1 Background
The study uses the WVSP data that was prepared by the
SEG based on a model simulation of a salt dome in a
tertiary basin in the GOM. The data consists of a WVSP
line shot in the E-W direction over a large 3D model (35
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km E-W by 30 km N-S by 15 km depth blocks in XYZ
dimensions (Fehler and Keliher, 2011).
The grid sizes (dx, dy) are 20 x 20 m in the X and
Y horizontal domain, and (dz) 10 m in Z in depth. The
three models, needed for the elastic modeling, are density,
P-wave velocity (Vp), and S-wave velocity (Vs). The layer
boundaries were derived from realistic earth properties to
yield a truthful model for realistic synthetic data.
The survey had 151 shots located at the sea surface and
467 receivers in the borehole. The source depth was 15
m. The temporal sampling rate (dt) is 8.0 ms, the record
length was 16.0 s, and the number of samples per trace is
2001.
The source-line ranged from 3700 m to 18,700 m on the
model with a total length of 15,000 m with a shot interval
distance of 100 m. The Well-1 VSP borehole is located
at 10,075 m. The receiver array depth starts from 1000
m above the sea bottom and continues down to 7900 m
creating a receiver array size of 6900 m in total length. The
receiver spacing is 15 m (where the array size is computed
from 466 x 15 m = 6990 m).
The Vp and Vs models are shown in Figure 1a and
1b and the density model is shown in Figure 1c together
with the WVSP survey geometry where the source line is
numbered from left to right as S1 to S151. The zero-offset
VSP (ZVSP) corresponds to shot location S65.
Considering that the 4C data are recorded at 467
receiver levels, a total of 1868 traces were produced per
shot. For 151 shots, a total of 282,068 traces were created
for the line. Each trace contains 2001 samples (that is 8004
bytes), the total size of the entire WVSP survey produced
282068 × 8004 = 2,257,672,272 bytes or about 2.3 GB of
data.
Since the vertical (v), inline (h1) and crossline
(h2) components of the geophone data did not need
orientation analysis, the geophones are also called z, x, and
y components interchangeably in the manuscript.
4. Data analysis
4.1. Zero offset VSP (ZVSP) data sets and their spectral
analysis
The ZVSP shot gathers from the pressure-p and
geophone-z components are shown in Figure 2a and 2b
respectively. The source is at 50 m offset from the well
head. Both components show strong P-wave down-going
waves where the first arrivals and surface multiples are
indicated by orange and light green arrows with letters P
and M respectively. The first arrivals have opposite polarity
(orange arrows) while the water bottom reflections (blue
arrows) show the same polarity on the components.
Although the two components show similarities they
also have differences in event contents as indicated by red
arrow in one place which may be due to salt diffractions,
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Figure 1. The models used in the WVSP modeling. Images are (a) the P-wave velocity model (Vp), (b) the S-wave
velocity model (Vs) and (c) the density model (rho (ρ)). The WVSP survey layout is shown on the density model.
There are 151 shots on the surface with 100 m shot interval. The WVSP line is 15,000 m in total length (shown in
blue line). The VSP borehole is at Well 1 and had 467 receivers with 15 m spacing, the total receiver array length is
6990 m (red line). The distance to the salt face from Well-1 is about 5000 m.
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however, it is difficult to the pinpoint exact reasons for
these events in this display. The differences between
the two recordings may be explained that the geophone
responds to vertical motion whereas the pressure-p has no
directionality discrimination.
The amplitude spectra of the p and z components are
shown in Figures 3a and 3b where the dominant frequency
seems about 10 Hz in the pressure (p) component and

15 Hz in the geophone (z) component as indicated by
orange arrows. Their f-x spectra are presented in Figures
3c and 3d where the dominant frequencies are indicated
by green arrows. The raw traces from the first receivers
(R1) are shown in Figure 3e after a t power 1.0 amplitude
compensation and individual trace normalization are
applied to them due to the amplitude differences between
them where letter p and z indicate the pressure and geophone

Figure 2. ZVSP shot gathers are displayed as; (a) the pressure-p component and (b) the geophone
vertical (z) component. There is a polarity reversal on the first breaks (orange arrow, FB). The down
going events look comparable on both components while the up-going waves indicate differences
(red arrow). Strong surface multiples are observed on both components (light green arrow, M).
Water bottom reflections shown by blue arrows show same polarity on both components.

Figure 3. Amplitude spectra from (a) pressure-p and (b) geophone z-components. Dominant frequency is seen 10 Hz on the
p-component, it is about 15 Hz on the z-component as shown with orange arrows. The f-x spectra are shown in the bottom
pictures in (c) and (d). The f-x plots are used to observe the distribution of trace amplitudes across all traces. Raw p-component
and geophone z-component traces from receiver R1 are shown in (e) where the traces are individually normalized using
t-power = 1.0 gain.
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components respectively. The spectra plots from the two
components revealed differences in frequency contents as
well as amplitude characters between them; a sharp drop
in the higher frequencies in the geophone component is
recognized about trace 25 which is near the water bottom in
(d). The magnitude of the amplitudes is seen much higher
in the pressure component as indicated by the scales. It is
seen in (e) that the waveforms on the raw data look quite
different from each other, also the amplitude decay with
time seems more severe on the z-component than the
p-component. The reasons for the differences in the raw
modeled data are not known at this stage. But it can be
deduced from the spectral plots in (a) and (b) that different
kind of filters may have been applied on the components
with high-cuts of 30 Hz or the source wavelets used in data
generations may have been different types.
4.2. Offset VSP data
Common receiver gathers (CRG) are created by taking
the same receiver trace from each source gather. A CRG
from the entire WVSP line has 151 traces. A CRG display
resembles a surface seismic common midpoint (CMP)
gather. The CRGs from receiver 1 (R1 or the top receiver)
are displayed in Figures 4a, 4b and 4c as the pressure-p,
geophone vertical (z) and geophone horizontal inline (x)
components respectively. A polarity reversal is recognized
in the first arrivals on the x-component at the receiver
location that is the minimum time in the gather in (c),
which means that P-P reflections will have a polarity
change on the x receiver depending on the location of the
reflection point with respect to the receiver location. Saltrelated diffractions are seen on all components (light green
arrows).

Every 20th shot gather from the three components (3C)
are shown in Figure 5 where the traces in each gather are
displayed as from the left far offset to the right far offset
or East to West (E-W). The gathers closest to ZVSP are
indicated by orange arrows. Some events which may be
related to salt are indicated by green arrows on the W side
of the line. The contents of the gathers differ from each
other greatly, the differences are more obvious on the
W side where salt-related events seem to dominate the
gathers as also observed in CRGs in Figure 4.
4.3. Use of zero-offset VSP data (ZVSP)
4.3.1. P and S-wave interval velocities
The P-wave interval velocities are calculated from the
down going P-wave first break travel times on the ZVSP
shot. The calculated interval velocities are compared to
true P-wave medium velocities in Figure 6a where the
yellow curve is from the model velocities and the red
curve is from the picks or the calculated velocities. The
pick errors in the range of 5500 to 6500 m could be due
to the changes in the waveforms driven by interference
from the reflected wave fields. The calculated P-wave RMS
(VP_RMS) and average (VP_AVE) velocities are also plotted in
the figure. The RMS velocities can be compared to NMO
velocities from the surface seismic data on the same line.
A seven-point median filtering is applied to stabilize
variations in picking.
The down going P to S (or PS) converted waves created
at the ocean bottom and recorded on the geophone-x
component are used to calculate the S-wave velocities
which are shown in Figure 6b together with the true
medium S-wave velocities in red and yellow curves
respectively.

Figure 4. Receiver gathers from receiver 1 (or the top receiver (R1)); pressure component (p) is shown in (a), geophone vertical
component (z) in (b) and geophone inline component (x) in (c). Notice the polarity reversal on the first breaks on the horizontal
inline component at the receiver location in (c) which indicates that the horizontal geophone component is sensitive to the first
arrival p-wave motion or directionality. Salt- related events are shown by the green arrow.
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Figure 5. Every 20th shot gather of the total waves are shown. The ZVSP gather is indicated with orange arrow.
The pressure p-component is shown in (a), geophone-z component in (b) and geophone x-component in (c).
Salt related events are shown by light green arrow. Strong p-p reflections are indicated by blue arrows in (a) and
(b). P to S converted wave reflections are pointed out on the x-component by purple arrow in (c).

Deriving dependable shear wave velocities from a VSP
profile is an important contribution since it will provide
correct Vp /Vs ratios along the well profile from which
other elastic parameters can be mathematically derived
(Steward, 2001; Miller, 2004; Campbell et al., 2005;
Johnston, 2010).
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5. Data processing
The shot gathers are processed according to the processing
flow outlined in Erdemir (2021). Major steps can be listed
as 1) displaying shot gathers, 2) converting data into local
format, 3) checking headers for geometry and geometry
set up, 4) spectral analysis, 5) spike detection, 6) wave-
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Figure 6. The true velocities from the model and the calculated velocities from the picks
are shown; (a) is for P-wave measurements, (b) is for Shear wave measurements. The
yellow curves show the true medium velocities (or logs), the red curves show the interval
velocities calculated from the picks, the green curves show the RMS velocities and the
blue curves show the average velocities obtained as the cumulative distance divided by
the cumulative time. The receiver interval is 15 m. A seven (7) point smoothing operator
is applied to stabilize the errors in the picks.

field separation (f-k and median filters), 7) amplitude
analysis, 8) common shot gather (CSG) and common
receiver gather (CRG) sorts and displays, 9) refraction
waves analysis, 10) muting efforts, 11) migration of shot
gathers and 12) summing migrated shot gathers to create
stack images.
The refraction analysis and careful muting of the
refractions and seeing effects of the muting on the
migrated results, both in time domain data and in the
migrated data domain, were the most time consuming
steps in the processing-migration efforts because of the
nature of unusual geometry of the WVSP survey.
The wave field separation is applied to all p, z, and x
components for reflections. The up-going waves obtained
from the gathers shown in Figures 5a, 5b and 5c are plotted
in Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c. The gathers close to ZVSP are
indicated by orange arrows. Strong sediment P-P and P
to S converted wave reflections also salt related events
observed are indicated by blue, purple and green arrows

respectively. The pressure-p and the z-components present
similar contents for vertically traveling reflections which
are mostly seen on the left side of the borehole where
sedimentary rock layering predominates. For events
coming from the right side of the borehole, possibly salt
related, the pressure-p and x-components illustrate similar
responses. This phenomenon is explained as a function of
directionality differences between the pressure-p phone
(a scalar Omni directional sensor) and the geophone
receiver (a vector polarized directional sensor). This means
whereas the hydrophone can record events coming from
all directions, the geophone is more responsive to waves
traveling parallel to its polarization direction (Ranzinger,
1990; Sheriff and Geldart, 1995; Erdemir, 1997; Sheriff,
2002). As shown with the green arrows in (b) and (c) of
Figure 5, the sideways traveling P-waves are recorded more
strongly on the horizontal component (x) than the vertical
(v) component. P to S converted wave reflections recorded
on the x-component are indicated by the purple arrow in (c).
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Figure 7. The up-going waves obtained from the total waves in Figure 5 are shown. The pressure (p) component is shown in (a), the
Figure
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in Figure
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(p) events
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andup-going
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Strong P-P wave reflections are shown by blue arrows in (a) and (b). Clear P to S converted wave
reflections are recognized on the x-component and shown by purple arrow in (c)

No attempt was made to remove reflections generated
converted to depth is first compared to the density model
from the free surface multiples at this point in the
and to the P-reflectivity model in Figures 8a and 8b. The
processing sequence. It is expected that the residual
match between the CS and the model is quite good near
surface multiples in the data will create some artifacts in
the borehole until TD which is shown as the white dot
the images.
in (a), the match deviates from an ideal as seen in panel
24/33(b) where the presence of artifacts in the salt below the
YER_2204_6_YER-2204-6_manuscript_2.docx
`
5.1 Corridor
stack
well is indicated by an orange arrow. These artifacts could
A corridor stack (CS) is built from the up-going waves
be the effect of salt-related multiples. The data has to be
of the ZVSP gather for P-wave reflections. The CS after
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Figure 8. The depth-converted corridor stack (CS) is shown as posted on the density model in (a) and on the
P-wave reflectivity model in (b). As seen in (a) it is difficult to match the CS to the density model because of the
complexity of the model. The matching is easier in (b) where the continuity of the layers is more obvious. The
match between the geology (model) and the seismic (CS) seems good. The deepest part of the borehole or true
depth (TD) is indicated by a white dot in (a). The CS contains the information below TD as well. The top and
bottom edges of the salt below TD have strong reflections. An orange arrow in (b) shows some unknown events
in the salt contaminating the corridor stack which might be due to the effect of dipping layers or multiples in
the data.

migrated in such cases because a simple CS procedure
would produce an inaccurate image.
6. Prestack depth migration of the WVSP data sets and
image building
6.1. Introduction
A reverse time migration (RTM) process was applied to the
up-going shot gathers. A second- order time and a fourthorder space solution of the wave equation is used in the
migration code (Hofland, 1990). P-wave first arrival travel
times are calculated using a raytracing code (Ranzinger,
1989; Schneider, 1990, 1992).
The shot gathers were migrated individually. This is
a large model with large data set where one shot gather
is composed of a 16-s record and 497 traces. Each shot
migration took about 30 min completion time on a Dell
core-i7 machine running a Linux operating system.
Migration yielded 151 migrated sections (also called
partial images) which were later stacked to form the final
image. The stacked images shown in this paper are built
from migrating all the shots and using all 497 receiver
levels that cover 6990 m in length in the borehole.
Stacked images are created using different source offset
ranges to emphasize the effects of changing source-toreceiver distances and to understand the impact of varying
numbers of sources in the stacking. The stacked images
are compared to the models where major structures are

indicated. The salt face is of special interest to the image
because it is nearly a vertical structure and about 5000 m
away from the borehole.
6.2. Preparing the data for migration
The geometry of the WVSP survey and the headers of the
data sets were cross-checked for accuracy. The P-wave
velocity field is used to calculate first break arrival times
at the receivers. If the geometry of the gathers and the
velocity field are correct then the calculated travel times
should match the data at the receivers (Erdemir, 2021).
The forward travel times posted on the P-wave velocity
file are shown in Figure 9a for a source location (S). The
migration of the up-going waves of the same shot gather
is presented in Figure 9b where the water bottom, the salt
features below the well bottom and the bottom reflectors
all seem centered in their correct locations as indicated by
the arrows in the figure.
6.3. Building stacked images from all WVSP shot gathers
The entire data set of the up-going gathers were migrated
individually, which yielded 151 shot images. After each
partial image was examined, several stacked images were
created from an assortment of different source groups. The
stacked image obtained after summing all 151 sources is
shown in Figure 10. The salt-related refractions seemed to
overwhelm the stacked image in the salt region (indicated
by orange arrows). The quality of the final stacked image
was destroyed when all the partial images were included in
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Figure 9. (a) P-wave forward travel times from source S are plotted together with the whole P-wave velocity model, (b) Migration of
the up-going wave-field of the ZVSP gather is plotted on the density model where only a portion of the model is shown. The first-break
travel times are used to quality-control (QC) the geometry of the data. As seen, the image is properly centered on the model indicating
that the migration is done properly and the image seems correct. This is from a single-shot migration thus artifacts also exist in the
image. The source location is shown by S.

YER_2204_6_YER-2204-6_manuscript_2.docx `

YER_2204_6_YER-2204-6_manuscript_2.docx `

26/33

26/33

Figure 10. Stacked image obtained after summing 151 shot gather images. Refractions (indicated by orange arrows) from the salt
region dominate the image on the right side of the VSP borehole (indicated by the blue arrow). Also, severe circular migration artifacts
(indicated by the green arrow) are seen on the left side of the well which might be due to probably salt related events
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the sum. Some other artifacts (shown with green arrows)
are also seen on the left side of the borehole location (blue
arrow).
In order to exclude the effects of the salt refractions,
the partial images from the salt region corresponding to
source numbers S95-S151 were not included in the sum.
A stacked image created by summing the partial images
from sources S1-S85 is shown in Figure 11, where the
image and the WVSP survey layout are shown together
in (a), the image with the velocity model in (b) and the
image with the density model overlay in (c). As seen in
(c), the ocean bottom is imaged clearly (blue arrow), the
salt related images are immensely improved where the salt
face is imaged distinctly (yellow arrow) and the reflectors
below the well TD and below the bottom of the salt are
seen clearly (orange arrow). The red arrow in (c) indicates
that a piece of the back face of the salt body might be
imaged as well which is surprising since it is about 12 km
away from the receivers. The two bottom flat reflectors
(orange arrow) which are not seen in the velocity model
seem imaged nicely as seen in (c).
The WVSP geometry favors mildly dipping layers, flat
or up-dipping structures in imaging. This fact is effectively
illustrated in Figure 11a, where the images of the layers
on the down-dip (or left) side of the borehole are shorter
in lateral extent than those on the up-dip (or right) side.
Some unwanted artifacts are indicated with green arrows
in Figure 11c where doublets of the images are created
unfortunately which could be due to the multiples in the
data.
6.4 Stacked image versus source offset locations
A stacked image from the pressure-p data is produced
from the sources only on the left side of the borehole that
is using the shots S1-S65. The stacked images are zoomed
or cropped around the borehole and their comparison
to the models is shown in the following images. The
stacked image in zoomed format is shown in Figure 12
as the image alone is presented in (a) and its form with
the density model overlay in (b). The dashed arrow on the
top of the figure indicates the source range. As seen in the
figure, the left-side only sources produce focused images
not only on the left side but also on the right side of the
borehole. The salt face partially imaged by these sources is
shown by the yellow arrow. The stacked image seems clean
and less contaminated by salt-related seismic artifacts. The
ghost images mentioned in the previous figures are seen in
this image too (red arrows in (b)).
It was pointed out that predictive deconvolution may
help to suppress the ghost and reverberations in the data
and could be applied to the time domain data. This may be
done in a follow-up investigation. In a WVSP the receivers
change places in depth so each shot gather or the receiver
gather behaves differently. A procedure developed for near

offset shot gathers for example may not be applicable for
further offsets due to severe changes in the incident angles.
Thus a variety of tests are recommended for an optimum
application.
Additional tests (not shown here) revealed that the
salt-face image did not improve much as the number
of migrated source records increased in the sum. This
suggested that the sources on the left side of the borehole
are the ones that mostly enable the imaging of the salt face
reflection.
From the source-range vs. stacking tests, the best
stacked image was obtained from the shots in the range
from S1-S90. Beyond S90 the salt-related events interfered
and degraded the image quality. The stacked image from
the 90 shots is shown in Figure 13 where the image is
shown alone in (a) and together with the model overlay in
(b) where some key features are indicated by arrows.
These tests concluded the imaging efforts on the
pressure (p) component data.
7. Stacked images from the geophone data
Imaging tests were continued by creating stacked images
from the geophone data. Both the vertical (z) and
horizontal-inline (x) components were migrated and
their stacked images are constructed. The processing flow
developed for the pressure-p component data was applied
to these shot gathers too. Only the final stacked images
from the geophones are presented and compared to the
images of the pressure-p data.
7.1. Geophone vertical (z) component
The stacked image from the geophone z-component,
obtained after summing 90 partial images from sources S1S90, is shown in Figure 14 together with the models, where
the image alone is shown in (a), with the P-velocity in (b),
with the density model in (c) and with the impedance
model in (d) respectively. The impedance section was
calculated from the velocity and density sections. As seen
in (a) the migration produced an accurate image. The salt
structures seem imaged at their correct locations, the two
flat layers below the salt arm at the bottom edge of the
figure seem clearly imaged (orange arrow).
The stacked images from the pressure-p and
geophone-z components are shown side by side in Figure
15 in (a) and (b) respectively where the contents seem
similar in both images. The image from the salt face is
indicated by a yellow arrow in both images. The amplitude
seems higher in the pressure-p image but the frequency
content looks broader in the geophone-z image which
is consistent with the spectra plots shown in Figure 3.
The background noise content seems different in the
images which is explained by the fact that the pressure-p
component records events from all directions with no
directionality distinction whereas the z-component
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Figure 11. The stacked image of the pressure-p component after summing 85 shot migrations is shown; (a) the image is shown together
with the WVSP survey layout, (b) the image is juxtaposed with the P-velocity model and (c) the image is together with the density
model. Some important features are indicated by arrows in (c). The distance from the borehole to salt left face (shown by the yellow
arrow) is about 5 km. The red arrow indicates that the back side of the salt might also be imaged partly. Some artifacts produced in the
salt are shown by the green arrows.
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Figure 12. The cropped stacked image from sources S1-S65 located only on the left of the borehole. A total of 65
sources are included in the sum. The source range is shown by the red dashed arrow in (a). The image alone is
shown in (a) and with the density model overlay in (b). Some events are identified by the arrows in (b) as the yellow
arrow indicates the salt face, blue indicates the water bottom, orange indicates the bottom reflectors, and red arrows
indicate unwanted artifacts or ghost images.

Figure 13. Stacked image from pressure-p component obtained from 90 sources (S1-S90) and its comparison with
the model for imaging accuracy are shown; (a) the image is shown alone, b) the image is overlaid by the density
model. Arrows in panel (b) indicate some key features where the yellow arrow shows a vertically oriented salt face,
the blue arrow shows the water bottom and the orange arrow indicates the bottom flat reflectors. The artifacts are
shown by the red arrows which are probably due to the effects of the surface multiples.

records only vertical projections of the events. Thus, the
z-component eliminates or suppresses events travelling
perpendicular to the geophone polarization axis.
A more fair comparison of the p and z sections could
be done after matching the frequencies of the two data
sets before migration and then comparing the images
from those data sets. Since the two data sets have such
different frequency content their images are expected to
look different from each other in resolution.

7.2. Geophone horizontal inline (x) component
Considering the fact that the sources located mainly on the
left side of the borehole contributed to the image of the salt
face, it is hoped that part of those horizontally travelling
energy will lso be recorded by the horizontal inline
receivers which are sensitive to horizontal particle motion.
Based on the analysis, the data from the horizontal inline
(x) component were also processed and migrated and a
stacked image was constructed from them which is shown
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Figure 14. Stacked image from the geophone vertical (z) component data and its comparison to the models; shown are
the image alone in (a), with the migration attribute (Vp) in (b), with the density file in (c) and with the p-wave impedance
model in (d). The major salt structures and sediments are well-imaged. Notice that the bottom flat layers imaged in (a) are
not included in the velocity model in (b).

in Figure 16 together with the image from the vertical (z)
component in (a) and (b) panels. Several differences and
similarities exist between the two images as seen in the
figures, where the salt face image is indicated by yellow
arrows and the images of the bottom layers are shown by
light green arrows. The bottom layers are not seen at all in
the x-section in (a) which is an indication that reflections
from the bottom layers are characterized mostly by vertical
particle motion. The salt-face image is crisp and clear in
both images which implies that the reflections from the
salt-face travelled more diagonally thus producing both
vertical and horizontal component motions that were
recorded on both vertical and horizontal receivers. The
source space-related circular noise seems more dominating
on the x-component (light blue arrows). The frequency
content seems similar in both sections.
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When the stacked images from the pressure (p) and the
horizontal (x) components are compared for similarities
(Figure 15a and Figure 16a), it is seen that the salt-related
artifacts seen on the x-component are very comparable to
those seen on the pressure-p data (yellow arrows in both
figures).
8. Combining images from the geophone vertical and
horizontal components
In a final attempt, the stacked images from the vertical
(z) and horizontal inline (x) geophone components were
combined. Two approaches were employed: first by simply
summing the two images to produce a vector equivalent
summed image; and second by subtracting one from
another to produce a difference plot. The combined images
from the tests are illustrated in Figure 17 where the result
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Figure 15. Displayed are side-by-side plots of the stacked images from (a) pressure-p component and (b) geophone-z
component. The salt face image is indicated by the yellow arrows in both sections. The side-way traveling events (salt
face) seem imaged weaker in the geophone-z component.

Figure 16. Stacked images from the geophone components: (a) the inline horizontal (x) component and (b) the vertical
(z) component are shown. The images differ from each other; the salt face is seen in both components (yellow arrows)
yet the bottom reflector is not seen on the x-component (light green arrow). As seen in both figures, the salt-face and the
up-dipping sediments are imaged strongly on the right side of the borehole. The blue arrow indicates migration circles
or artifacts which is probably due to source space aliasing.

from the sum (z+x) is given in (a) and the difference (z-x)
result is shown in (b). Since the polarity of the salt face
image is the same on both components, the sum produced
a stronger salt face image (yellow arrow) while almost
wiping out the images of the sediments on the left side
of the borehole as witnessed in (a). In the difference plot,
the images on the left side of the borehole seem improved
(orange arrow) while the images on the right side are
degraded greatly where the salt face (yellow arrow) and
the artifacts (red arrow) seem almost disappeared as

evidenced in (b). The bottom reflectors seem to stay the
same in both images as expected.
The results shown in Figure 17 tell us that the procedure
of combining the two images is not a simple process due
to the polarity reversals on the amplitudes of the P-P
reflections recorded on the x-component. The polarity
reversal causes the combined image to be improved in
some areas while degrading it in other parts. An approach
developed by Erdemir (1992) could be used to determine
the incidence angles of the incoming rays and correct the
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Figure 17. Stacked images from the combined geophone vertical (z) and horizontal-inline (x) components; (a) is the image
from the sum (z+x) and (b) is from the difference (z-x). Salt face reflections seem enhanced in (a) whereas they are almost
eliminated in (b) as indicated by yellow arrows. Bottom reflectors seem similar in both images because there is no contribution
to them from the x-component. The orange arrow indicates that the bottom of the salt arm is more clearly seen in here than on
the individual z and the p-components. It seems the polarity change in the reflected events of the x-component plays a strong
role when combining the images with another image.

polarity change in the P-P reflections on the x-component
before migration.
9. Summary of the results
The results from this investigation are summarized below;
·
Acceptable stacked images are obtained from
both the pressure (p) and the geophone components. The
images from all data components are comparable. Because
their frequency contents are richer, the geophone datasets
are of higher resolution than the pressure dataset. The data
sets and their images were left to stand alone, only bare
results are presented in this work.
·
The salt face, which is about 5000 m away from
the borehole, is imaged surprisingly well in all components.
The nearly vertically oriented salt face and the flat bottom
layers below the salt arm and below the well are imaged
equally well. The sedimentary layers around the borehole
were highly resolved extending up to 2000 m away from
the borehole.
·
The stacked image from the horizontal-inline
(x) component contains significant detail. The salt-face
is imaged strongly in this component as well, which
indicated that substantial horizontally travelling energy
was recorded on the horizontal component.
·
Combining the images from the geophone x
and the z-components is not a straightforward procedure
due to polarity reversals of the p-p reflections on the
x-component. Such test efforts resulted that while
improving images on one side of the borehole, reflections
on other parts of the sections may be destroyed thus only
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selective or target-oriented processing is recommended to
produce such combined images. The summed image from
z+x can be compared to the image from the pressure-p
data for the image of the salt face.
·
The shots over the salt region were not helpful in
imaging the sediments due to the refractions created in
salt. Thus, the shots beyond shot point 90 (out of 151) are
ignored and not included in the summation when creating
the stacked images. The source location range tests showed
that the shots on the left side of the borehole contributed to
the salt-face reflections much more than the shots on the
right side of the borehole.
·
Interval velocities calculated from the P-wave first
breaks and S-wave down-going waves accurately align with
the true P-wave and S-wave interval velocities. This could
help in building a shear wave profile in such surveys and in
the creation of a data-driven and seismically validated Vp/
Vs ratio profile from the data near the borehole.
·
It was demonstrated that an accurate velocity
field is an important requirement of a successful imaging
procedure. We made use of the first break travel times to
quality control the velocity field.
·
No special attempt was made to suppress the
surface multiples on the data prior to migration in this work
thus some artifacts or ghost events exist in the images. They
are explained as due to the influence of residual multiples
in the data. It was suggested that predictive deconvolution
could be used in the processing.
·
Some vertical and circular migration smile noise
or artifacts are encountered in the images, especially more
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obvious on the left side of the borehole in the shallow
sections. These maybe explained as due to source interval
distance, 100 m which is quite large and insufficient to
suppress those artifacts. Those effects are not seen in the
deeper parts of the images.
·
Accurate imaging results from the P-P reflections
indicated that both the pressure-p and geophone
components have successfully been migrated and imaged.
It is important to mention that the stacked images are
constructed after migrating the entire dataset collected
over the entire extent of the borehole that is 6990 m long,
in other words, it was assumed that the entire borehole was
instrumented and the whole data is used for imaging. If the
size of the receiver array is changed or reduced, the images
are expected to change because when the data content or the
amount of data are modified the zones that are scanned by
the receiver array are also expected to change. The subject
is evaluated in Appendix A where the images from different
receiver arrays are presented in Figure A1 where the tests
indicate that the larger receiver arrays improved the image
quality thus longer arrays when possible are recommended
for imaging difficult subsurface geology.
·
Processing time; the exact time cannot be
determined easily. For us, about two months of time
was spent to obtain reasonable images after the data is
received and prepared how to read them. Three months of
turnaround time could be reasonable for such large data
sets for a team with experienced processors and imagers.
10. Conclusions
This study has importance in terms of showing the efficacy
of the WVSP technique for imaging subsurface layers and
sediments around the VSP borehole in the presence of a
salt structure using a 4C marine synthetic elastic data sets
from a WVSP survey. The data set is from the SEG SEAM1 modeling project in GOM. Some learnings from the
investigation can be listed as follows:
i.
Complex subsurface geology can be modeled
elastically to simulate a marine WVSP survey and a 4C data
set (both pressure-p and 3C geophones) can be created
from the modeling as shown in the SEAM-1 results.
ii. The 4C data sets can be examined, processed,
and migrated accurately using a prestack migration

algorithm such as the RTM used in this study. The RTM
is recommended in such complex geology because it is a
wave-equation based algorithm, it propagates the data in
grids which enables to propagate the data accurately in
complicated subsurface structures.
iii. Accurate imaging results indicated that our
approach to the migration was correct.
iv. Migrating the shot gathers individually is a
useful approach because the individual shot images can
be examined one at a time to understand the contribution
from each source.
v.
The shots over the salt are excluded when the
final stacked image was created due to the interferences
of the refractions in the salt. The shots from S1 to S90 are
used in the stacking.
vi. The methodology developed and the results
obtained in this work suggest that WVSP surveys can be
successfully simulated before going to field to determine
what sort of survey geometry should be used for optimum
imaging of the subsurface. It was interesting to see that the
sources on the left side of the borehole contributed most in
imaging of the salt-face that is on the far right-side of the
borehole which could not have been understood easily if
the data set was not available.
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APPENDIX A
Evaluation study:
Receiver array size vs. subsurface image
The stacked images that are shown in the text are from a
receiver array that is from the whole well, in other words, the
size of the array is of the size of the borehole itself that is 6990 m
long which is an ideal case. We pose the question what happens
when the array size is reduced? We answer this question by
showing several test results. Several array sizes are formed and
the resulting images are produced from those arrays. As expected
as the array size gets bigger (or taller) the subsurface coverage of
the image from that array gets larger and more stable. The images
are presented in different panels in Figure 18_A1.

Some conclusions can be deduced from the tests as;
·
Shortest receiver array size is set to 40 levels or 585m
(39 levels × 15m = 585m). The receiver array is incremented by
multiples of 40 until the full array size of 487 levels is reached.
Several selected cases are shown in Figure 18_A1.
·
The size of the receiver antenna is an important
parameter, longer arrays yield a larger lateral extent of the image,
better signal to noise ratio (or S/N), and more stacking power
thus a better subsurface coverage.
·
Longer arrays are preferred and strongly recommended
during data acquisition in the field, however, some restrictions
could be there due to acquisition budget limitations, availability
of equipment, time, and environmental issues.
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Figure 18_A1. Receiver array size vs. subsurface image. The receiver array size is increased from (a) to (e) and the
resulting stacked images are displayed in the panels. The yellow line shows the size of the active array. A larger array
creates a more stable image. The orange arrow shows the change in the salt face which is quite visible in (c). The
short array shows almost no image from the salt-face in (a) and (b).
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